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Body and organ size are intrinsic properties of living
organisms and are intimately linked to the
developmental program to produce ﬁt individuals with
proper proportions. The regulation of organ size
integrates both systemic and organ-speciﬁc processes
and deregulation of these processes leads to severe
medical conditions including cancer. We study these
regulations in the context of Drosophila development,
where the merge between genetic and physiological
approaches allows deciphering the principles of organ
growth with a high level of sophistication.

During the development of multicellular organisms, the precise control
of growth is essential for ensuring the emergence of adults with
correct body size and proper organ proportions. These species-speciﬁc
features condition many traits of adult life such as ﬁtness and survival.
They rely on an intricate series of both short range (morphogens) and
long range (hormones) signals. While short range-acting morphogens
control organ shapes and relative sizes, long range signalling
molecules, mostly hormones, act as relays to adjust body growth in
response to environmental changes.
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We use the development of Drosophila to decipher some of the
mechanisms adapting organ and body growth to nutritional
environment. We are particularly interested in understanding crosstalks between metabolic organs like the liver/fat and the brain that
allow precise adaptation of organ and body growth to nutrients
availability.

We also study how organ growth is coupled to the developmental transitions, in particular to the
termination of growth at the end of the juvenile period. Our previous work has illustrated the
importance of a novel hormonal checkpoint ensuring that organs complete their growth program
before exiting the juvenile period. This work opens toward the exploration of novel mechanisms
of organ growth coordination in condition of normal tissue growth, as well as tissue injury and
repair.

It is also relevant to apply these general principles of cross-organ communication to our
understanding of tumor physiology. Although tumors initially develop surrounded by healthy
tissues, they can exert a systemic modiﬁcation of the host physiology. Conversely, the
physiology of the host can inﬂuence the ability of a tumor to develop and acquire malignant
features. We use Drosophila as a paradigm to explore the mechanisms of tumor-host
interactions.
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